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'T\rr" hnguist H. Meschonnic writes that "language is any non-

I hnguistic means of communicating meaning." Higher living beings
J- (animals, humans...) "practice" such language through their bodies,

their movements, their gestures, vocal signs. Only humans are also able to
communicate meaning by means of a tongue, which is both a particular

psychological reality and an ability to form and articulate sounds that convey

meaning, called speech. Such speech can be living. It can strike the ear,

reach the mind; it can also be written, visually recorded through
conventional signs.

This rather abstract preamble is not off-topic as fx as our
discussion is concerned; it allows us to situate it. Like every human being,

Francis manifested by his very being and by his behavior what was inside

him and made him alive. He communicated meaning. But this body
language, attitudes and actions, was expressed and amplified by the spoken

and (we would add) written word. This whole group of elements can be

called the language of Francis, provided we do not forget the distinctions

made, their complementary nature and their respective importance. Nor
should we forget that this overall language is no longer accessible to us

except through witnesses, themselves dead, since we are dealing with
historical figures from the past. In short, we no longer see or hear the

language, nor of course, the speech of Francis; our only access to them is
through the written texts. We have two categories of such texts: stories from
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those who through personal contact (or hearsay) knew Francis, were
influenced by him and interpreted him; and writings of Francis himself,
centered not on his person or behavior, but on that which inspired him.

So then, what does the title of this article mean? In the writings of
Francis, which, with historians and critics, are assumed to be authentic-
even though, except for one or the other, they were not written by his
hand-in this word of a thirteenth-century Christian frozen in writing, what
can I discover as the speech of Francis? From the very start I would not
hesitate to say that his speech is not only present there metaphorically, as is
the case with language or behavior; the writings also constitute the strongest
and most authentic speech. To convince ourselves of this, we need only read
these textsl without dwelling methodically on their content, consider their
vocabulary, syntax, the various styles used, and the manner of addressing the
interlocutors. By so doing we come into direct contact with the speech of
Francis, both p:uzzling and vivid, speech that with unheard-of audacity h"
identifies with that of God.

An Italian writing in Latin
Francis's mother tongue was the Umbrian dialect, close to popular

Latin. Francis seems to have had a gift for languages. He knew the songs of
the French troubadours and even though he did not fuily master this
language, he managed to express himself in it in his moments of enthusiasm.
The son of a rich merchant, he learned to read and write Latin, which at the
time was the sole language of communication in Western Europe. Thus all
his writings, including the two autographs (The Praises of God and the Lener
to Brother Leo) were written in Latin, except for the Canticle of Brother Sun
and the recently-discovered Exbortation t0 tbe Poor Ladies, which are among
the first texts known in the new Italian. Francis and his companions
practiced a kind of bilingualism: among themselves and in daily life they
spoke dialect; with God-hearing and reading the sacred texts, celebration
of the liturgy-and in written communications, Latin was obligatory. But
the Latin of a merchant's son who had not pursued clerical studies was
neither very rich nor, above all, well written; in a way, it was the Basic
English of the time. On the other hand the writing-or rather calligraphy-
was carefully done and followed the rules, as we see in the Lener to Brother
Leo.

Rich vocabulary, elementary syntax
The Concordance of the writings of Francis, scientifically compiled,

lists 1800 important Latin words, repeated some 12,000 times in the
writings. This number indicates a good familiarity with Latin, when we
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rcalize that fluency in about a thousand words is equivalent to a basic

knowledge of a language. By comparison, the average number of words used

by Racine in his tragedies is 2,800.

Poverty of syntax is made up for by an abundance of synonyms and

the accumulation of words with similar meanings. Thus, "wherever we are,

in every place," or again "at every hour, at every time of the day, every day

and continually" (ER )OilII, 1l). In the list of powers with which we must
love God, Francis first cites seven, mentioned in the Latin Bible: heart, soul,

mind, strength, fortitude, understanding, all our powers. But this is not
enough for him. He adds five others of his own invention: effort, affection,
feeling, desire, wish (ER )O0II, 8).

And what can we say about the wonderful litany of The Praises of
God wdtten in Francis's own hand, where in the body of the text 27 names

or attributes follow in succession. Or again, this passage from the Second

Letter to tbe Faitbful: "O how holy and how loving, gratifring, humbling,
peace-giving, sweet, worthy of love, and above all things desirable..." (56).

On the other hand, the syntax, while generally correct, is highly
simplified. There are almost no subordinate clauses; most of the sentences

are simply placed side by side with the elementary conjunction "and." This
has been recognized in the case of the Testarnent where, except for one

more-developed passage (2+-26), some thirty clauses begin with this particle.

It is the same in several chapters of the Earlier Rule (see especially Chapters

VIII, IX, )OflII t1-71 and important passages in Chapters fV, V and VII).
The Letter t0 a Minister is in the same vein: the first ten sentences begin with
"and," and the final part (15-22) includes six others of the same type. This
poverty of conjunctions may be a sign of Francis's direct intervention.

Diversity of literary genres

Whether written by himself or dictated-either directly in Latin,
which the secretary, who is better-educated, corrects if necessaY, or in
dialect, which the secretary transcribes into Latin-the simplicity of
Francis's speech does not imply a poverty of expression. On the contrary, we

^re ^mazed 
to find in the thirty or so texts he has left us, nearly a dozen

different literary genres. These go from poetry to expositions that are

almost systematic, and include settlements of cases of conscience.

Since prayers make up almost one-third of the writings, it is not

surprising that the genre we might call liturgical occupies an important
place in them. An attentive listener to the Church's liturgy, Francis was

influenced by it, retained its vocabulary and rhythm, and when he spoke to
God personally, he spontaneously used its sryle. Everyone is familiar with
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Chapter )OflII of the Earlier Rale, which is a grand Credo in the form of a
thanksgiving, the concluding prayer to the Lener to the Entire Order, the
Salutation of tbe Blessed Virgin Mary, the various invitatoies, The Praises of
God. The Offiu of the Passion, composed by Francis using the Psalms and
other biblical texts as a starting point, not only shows his extraordinary
familiarity with the Bible, but also his profound undersranding of the
mystery, as well as his undeniable talents as a composer.

The Canticle of Brother Son and the Exhortation to tbe Poor Ladies
(rwo writings in dialect) attest to the poetic dimension of Francis's works.
To these we add A Salatation of tbe Virtues and Admonition )O(WI, which
resembles it. Rather than poetry, it would be better to speak here of
lyricism, for these texts are weak in the similes and metaphors proper to
poetry.

We find the narrative genre in the dramatized account of the death
of the sinner (2LtF 72-85) which, to tell the truth, is out of place in the
collection of writings. Critics even wonder if it does not represent an
etcen plarn used by preachers of the time. That is not the case with the
personal passage in the Testament where Francis describes the beginnings of
the fraternity (fest l+-23), and especially the deeply moving and very
autobiographical narrative on Trae and Perfett loy.Francis knows how to
keep us in suspense and by the use of dramatic progression uncover for us
the lesson in the story narrated.

Many passages belong to the genre of exhortation. The most
striking text is Chapter )Ofl of the Earlier Rale, which is rightly entitled
"An Exhortation to the Brothers." Naturally, most of the texts of this type
figure in the Rules. Chapter XWI is an example: "In the love that is God, I
beg all my brothers...let us beware...let us guard ourselves...[et us refer all
good to the Lord. ..let us speak well and do well" (5 ,9, 10, 17, 19).

Nor are these Rules lacking in legal prescriptions, even though
compared to canonical and monastic legislation of the time they are
infrequent and surprisingly flexible. More surprising is the fact that Francis
sometimes employs an almost casuistic approach, and this in texts that are
clearly by him. Thus in the chapter on money (ER VIII): "Let none of the
brothers, therefore, wherever he may be or go, caffft receive, or have
received in any way coin or money, whether for clothing, books, or payrnent
for some work-indeed, not for any reason, unless for an evident need of the
sickbrothers...." We find similar expressions in the Testarnent (31-33) and in
the Lener to a Minister.

Although the draft of the exhortation proposed to the brothers (ER
)O(I) is not particularly oratorical, we find here and there examples of an
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oratorical style. The exhortation that closes the Earlier Rule SfV) it
related to this genre, as well as the mystical passage of the Second Lener tu the

Faitbful (48-56) addressed to all believers. The Letter t0 the Order, one of
Francis's most polished texts, combines exhortation and the art of oratory, in
which Francis could excel on occasion.

The Admonitions show that Francis knew how to capitalize on his
rich and profound experience of the human condition in short and concise
wisdom sayings, a genre of proverbs or great truths expressed in simple
words.

Finally, however fragmentary they may be, the writings show that
Francis was capable of making a summary, or even systematic, presentation
of his vision. The thanlsgiving of Chapter )C(II of the Earlier Rule is an
example of this. There he offers an overall vision of the story of God and
human beings. The beginning of the Second Letter to the Faithful (+-l+)
develops a simple, but theologically very valid, Christology. It lacks neither
the trinitarian dimension, nor the human journey of Christ, nor the
memorial of this represented by the Eucharist.

This rapid schematic classification shows Francis's remarkable
literary talent, the expression of an extremely rich and varied personality,
even though not formed in the schools.

Francis's personal manner
In addition, what is striking in his writings is his humanity, his

tenderness toward his brothers. He calls them "my brothers," or even more
tenderly, "my blessed brotlers," "brothers worthy of respect and great love."
FIe never called them his "sons." When he speaks to Christians in the world,
he sends them "esteem and reverence," and it is "with all possible respect"
that he writes to the rulers of the peoples.

When he addresses others and questions them, he himself becomes

involved in this questioning, for what he presents to them is directed at and

concerns himself also. It is not a "you" that holds first place but a "'we."
Thus the major texts (ER, Test, LtF) often use the first person plural: "we
should; let us know that; let us take care; let us pay attention." This is the
case for all the prayers composed by Francis, where-except for the Prayer
before tbe Cruciftx-we always hear a "we."

Francis's pedagogy is also shown by the varied use of formulas of
intervention, which go from simple exhortation to firm command, including
insistent supplication and passionate pleading. "I admonish and exhort"
occurs four times in the Later Rule, but also "I counsel" and "I encourage."
After kindly exhortation comes supplication: "I beg," I implore," "I entreat."
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And as if this were not enough, Francis frequently resorts to pleading,
associating with the verbs used here the most sacred realities: ,,In the holy
love that is God I beg" (3 times), "with all that love of which I am capable,;,
"in the Lord Jesus Christ." He mentions the archaic gesture of embracing
and kissing their feet: "With a wish to kiss your feet, I beg you.,' He woull
also, especially toward the end of his life, as we see in the Later Rule and the
Testanlen4 appeal to obedience and give commands. Thus the words ,,I

command" appear six times, accompanied, depending on the situation, by
the expression "by obedience" or frequently (6 times) by the advert
"firmly." The imperious and imperative "I want" is employed up to nine
times in the Testarnent, his last writing.

And so Francis's insistence manifests itself over these various
registers. He knows how to encourage and counsel, but also to implore and
plead, and when necessary give strict, and often even rigid, .o**rrrdr.

Word of Francis, Word of God?
It is zurprising to see the importance Francis attaches to his writings

and his emphatic request that they be transcribed, preserved, r."d arid
pondered. They must be learned by heart, called to mind frequently, taught,
learned and put into practice (See ER )O(fV, lZ). While keeping-th"- fo,
themselves, the brothers should make copies of them and iend them to
others. This recommendation is found in various forms in nine of his
writings.

Francis had a conviction-extraordinary for someone less bold-
that his written word was in some way identical with the Word of God itself.
The concise phrase at the beginning of the Earlier Rule testifies to this:
"This is the life of the Gospel ofJesus Christ." It is equivalenr to saying that
what follows is a faithful transcription and application of the Gospel to real
life. In the introduction to the Second Letter to tbe Faitbful, Francis declares:
"I decided to offer you in this letter and message the words of our Lord
Jesus Christ...and the words of the Holy Spirit." We find the same
conviction at the beginning of the Letter to the Entire Order: "Listen...pay
attention to my words.. .obey the voice of the Son of God."

The texts mentioned present themselves as proposals and overall
descriptions of the gospel life of the brothers (ER; LtOrd) and of Christians
living in the world (2LtF). Their content, even if it is not the Word of God
in the strict sense, is for Francis only the clarification and concrete
expression of that Word. He was convinced that his word-that which he
proposed to people as life-is the Word of God. This identification of his
project and written message with the Word of God itself-identified,
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moreover, with the Word of the Father (2LtF 3)-could seem and even be

pretentious if, as is the case, it did not truly go back to the rgal loots of the
Gospel.

At the center of Francis's writings is not the figure of Francis but
what has been called, for lack of something better, "his ideal," in other
words that which gave meaning to his life and which he proposes as a project
to others. And yet it is there that we indirectly discover Francis's "language,"
or better, his "speech" with its manifold treasures and its nuances.


